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Improve your English with English stories. This is a funny way! Make sure you start with history at your level and gradually grow. Don't start with difficult stories you don't really understand, OK? You can also see the Learn English video section. Click here for step-by-step rules, stories and exercises to practice all the English times introducing Story – a very basic story for
beginners. Winter Story for beginners in easy English – practice winter vocabulary and basic sentence structure (positive sentences, negative sentences and yes/no questions) Click here to get more English beginner stories Level 02 - Beginner Plus - Easy English Stories Angela and Tom Series Story 01 - Angela and Tom meet Story 02 - Preparing Story 03 - Flying to Texas
Story 04 - Camilla Story Meeting 05 - Life in Texas Story 06 - I'm Hungry Story 07 - Pen, Bag and Fan Level 03 - Elementary Story 01 - Daniel loves beach Story 02 - April month Story 03 - Emily's secret Story 04 - What do you say? Story 05 - Sean and the Birthday Cake Story 06 - Amanda's Work Story 07 - Nicole's Drums Story 08 - Language Confusion Story 09 - Kevin's Car
Story 10 - Kimberly's Acting Story 11 - Surprise from Australia Fluffy Dog (just below this section). This story is more lengthy than others. It is divided into several chapters. Story 01 - Pet Shop Story 02 - Anniversary Day Story 03 - Act like the Others Story 04 - A Secret Talent Story 05 - Love is in Air Story 06 - The Best Practice Ever Story 07 - Online Dating Story08 - Lost and
Found Click here, to get more English stories at the intermediate level love stories for students in plain English (romance stories) Stories in the current Progressive Dancing in ClassPaying AttentionAn Amazing PerformanceA very important GameQuite Pep Talk! Run and Play Meredith's Day Weekend Plans Additional Reading Practice Reading English Practice Reading Texts
comprehension and Exercise Chapter 01 | next | previous | Lisa's top Fluffy Lisa lives with her dog, Fluffy. Fluffy..., never eats anything that costs less than $50. It has a really extensive taste. One day Fluffy... gets lost. Lisa is looking for him everywhere, but she can't find him. Fluffy... my friend, you are alone, he says. Poor Fluffy... walks and walks. He is not sure where to turn,
and it's time for his snack at 4 o'clock. What should I do? Fluffy... Now it's 8 o'clock, and Fluffy... he's really hungry. He wants to eat and he wants his 8 hour bath. Oh, no... Fluffy... Now it's 10 o'clock, and Fluffy... Fluffy... He wants a snack, dinner, a bath and a soft bed. Suddenly he notices a large gray dog, with a large gray nose. A big gray dog chews something. Fluffy... trying
not to look, but is already really hungry. What do you want? The big gray dog asks. Hmm, well... Maybe you could give me food and snacks, as well as Dog smiles: Bath? Yes, bathing. Bath. I'm tired, hungry and dirty, replies Fluffy... Well, of course I can. Come to my spa. The big dog laughs and walks away. Wait! Fluffy barks, please don't go. I'm alone and I need my snack!
Fluffy..., it seems very sad. The big gray dog looks at him and turns around. What's your name? he asks. I'm fluffy... What about you? I'm Bam. I can't offer you a bath, but a shower is a different story. Fluffy and Bam go to the leaky snake and have a shower. Bam gives Fluffy some food. At first Fluffy., fluffy wants to refuse, but is too hungry. So where is your house? Bam asks. I
live with Lisa. He takes care of me. I get snacks, food, bathing... Nice girl. Bam says. Yes, she is. I hope I find it. And I hope i won't give away my expensive snacks... Two dogs go to sleep under the open sky. Fluffy... she falls asleep and dreams of snacks with a bath. Chapter 02 | next | previous | Top Golf Fluffy wakes up. He hopes to be in a bad dream, but now he sees that this
is real. Bam sits next to him. Is it time to swim at 9 o'clock? he smiles. I don't have a bath at 9 o'clock. I have a golf match at 9 o'clock! Fluffy answers with anger. Golf? Do you play Bay?! Yes, and I do it very well if I can say. You. But I have to see it to believe it. Dog plays golf... Fluffy... jumps on his feet and starts running. Hey! Where, little doggy? Bam barks and starts running,
too. I'll show you! Where is your golf course? Well, I don't have a golf course! It's fine! I'll find one! 2 dogs run and run until they reach the park. Fluffy..., he is very happy. He finds a stick and a can and brings them to Bama. It's not perfect, but it's something! Says. He digs a few holes in the ground. Now, watch out! Barks. Fluffy... grabs the stick and just stands there, looking very
serious. Bam watches him. Then, after 5 minutes, Fluffy... with a stick in the cans. The can rolls and enters a distant hole. Fluffy is pleased. He stands long and high and waits for applause. Bam is surprised: You're really good! Of course I am. What about you? What is your favorite sport? Well, sitting at the chew. I'm not sure if it's a sport. This is not actually the case. I'm a snake
cucumber. Cucumber snake?! Fluffy... does not understand. So. Some people are couch potatoes. That is, they sit on the couch and watch TV. I'm a snake cucumber. I'm sitting at the front of the ache. Bam explains. So why aren't you a snake potato? People are potatoes. Dogs are cucumbers. It really makes sense, you know. Fluffy... speaks wisely. So. Let's go. I'm sure it's time
for an 11-hour cosmetic procedure. Bam begins to leave. So! How do you know? Fluffy jumps happily behind him. It was the beginning of a beautiful friendship. Your next steps: Do you want to improve your English by listening to stories? Visit The English Listening World. It has stories on Phrasal Verbs, Idioms, TOEIC (special English language test) and Grammar. this page page
Reading is one of the most fun and effective ways to help improve your English skills. It can help you develop your vocabulary and expose you to different sentence structures while enjoying great stories. E-readers and tablets make learning English even easier, because if you don't know a word, you can just click on it to read its definition. On kindle, you can even add new words
you've learned to the Builder Vocabulary feature that's stored on your device. Others recommend listening to and reading text at the same time as a great way to streamline the learning process. Kindle's Whispersync for Voice is designed for this purpose only and contains audio with selected books so you can listen and follow text while reading. Here are nine novels, including
William Golding's Lord of the Flies and George Orwell's Animal Farm, to improve your English... 1. Wind in the Willows - Kenneth Grahame This classic tale takes place in an English village and shares the adventures of animals that live by the river. Grahame's simple use of language with imaginative stories makes it a fun read for both adults and children. 2. Lord of the Flies -
William Golding This book is a modern classic and popular learning text for schools around the world. When a group of boys is isolated on a desert island, the society they create comes down to ruthless behavior. Golding uses dramatic and descriptive language, almost like poetry, that makes you feel like you're in scenes yourself. 3. Old man and the sea - Ernest Hemingway
Ernest Hemingway is well known for his bright, simple writing style and short sentence structure, which is great for English learners and many people have read it at school. It's a bold story about a Cuban fisherman and his struggle to land a giant marlin, and it's a perfect introduction to Hemingway as an author. 4. Animal Farm – George Orwell This short, allegorical novel tells the
story of animal rebellion against their human masters, and is a satire of the Stalin era in the Soviet Union. Orwell uses simple English to appeal to all levels of reading with a less-than-mean-more approach, and animals speak short, clear sentences. 5. Tuesdays with Morrie - Mitch Albom When Mitch Albom reunites with Morrie Schwartz, his former college professor, he learns
valuable life lessons and shares with readers all the fun, insightful wisdom that Morrie reveals in the final months of her life. This is a great book to elevate a more conversational style of reading and writing. It's also a great book to read aloud. 6. High Fidelity – Nick Hornby must read for every music lover, this modern story uses casual language style and is written from the point of
view the main character, Rob, a heartbroken vinyl storage record holder living in north London. It has a fast-paced feel with short, funny conversations between characters that really keep the story moving. 7. Donor – – Lowry Lowry uses short sentences and simple grammar to create a story that attracts attention from the start. It's about a boy named Jonas and the community in
which he is a part - where freedom, individuality and choice don't exist. 8. Fantastic Mr Fox – Roald Dahl Roald Dahl is one of the greatest authors for kids and very popular with adults too. Starting with a children's book is a good way to start reading English novels because they often have exciting plots and fun dialogue. 9. An interesting incident of a dog at night - Mark Haddon Is
a story about the adventures of a young boy with autism, Christopher. When he discovers the murder of a neighbor's dog, he decides to investigate it. As Christopher says from Christopher's point of view, his matter-of-fact explanations of everything he sees are clear and easy to understand and will take you on an intriguing journey. Which novels helped you learn English? Let us
know via Facebook and Twitter. Twitter.
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